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Our case is "different" from the others - confirmed by Bradley who did the other inquests and that is why he 

referred to Horsley. Remember Horsley’s salary comes out of police budget. I will get out the papers I had 

with Bindmans - initial interview usually on "greenpaper" free. You will need to know the names of the 

specialists at Bindmans and they are well wol~dl a visit - although it did cost me £500 for one letter to 

Horsley and I carried on direct with Horsley on advice fi’om Bindmans that he did not know Bindrnans were 

not representing me as I ran out of money the second time - but hang on- I think there is something in the 

pipeline. SL very busy with local election this week - will speak with him next week or at the weekend - I 

have his personal mobile n~er_-_.so_.r~._ cannot give you. Yes please get Lesley to return the Ford Opinion. 

It is not just a mistake thatL_._C.o_.d.e..A.__istatement ( interested in colour therapy and I had studied costume 
for King Solomon’s Temple ( ancient Jewish history ) - including the breast plate for the priests studied with 

stones - Pope has amethyst ring going back to that for healing souls if you kiss it - ~e tl,...) - the only one 
is missing fi’om disclosures - Livesley saw k. iiiiiii~£9-_d.-~ii~iiiii:Maltese, probably RC and honest- met the 

ambulance on the 17th with[~9_~~-~]- have you seen all the transcripts of police interviews with DC 

C_o_.de_.A_ ............... iappalling interview techniques. Hamish interviewed De Bono for research post in 
Royal Saudi hospital at request of Ruler- I studied de Bono lateral thinking ( the brother) Julia ’~ent out 

with Guy Shaw" ( god knows what he did when Julia was at Oxford -) who had a girlfi’ied de. Bono’s 

daughter - Julia knew her- Guy Shaw an obnoxious child I knew in Ceylon- his mother and father Julia’s 

god-parents - coincidence ?Why does it suddenly indent ? 

Would like your reaction to my latest to Horsley - JW did not know about legal aid for cases in the 
public interest- and bear in mind is only really interested in "compensation cases" and some of the 
Gosport families were only interested in compensation when the Shipman case publicity revealed 
families would get compensation. Why did they wait to complain until I revealed all my complaints 
against police upheld ApN 2001 - Kemighan and Readhead sat on them from November 1998 - I 
went over the head of K to the PCA. I understand there have been some comments in The News 
referring to compensation- the transcript of my first interview with Burt makes it very clear I am not 
interested in compensation or civil law. - Horsley allowed discbsure for the inquest- it was not 
used. IfLesley sees anything in The News, would she let me have a copy- I gather there is a lot on 
facebook or twitter but my computer savvy is beyond rne and I have enough mysterious interruptions 
being linked to James I think - it is not Georgia USA. Hotch potch of comments - I am still in my 
dressing gown. Take care. Gillian PS as result of Shipman case only 15 cases can go to criminal 
Court - that is why there was a public inquiry to deal with the other 250 cases. Horsley requested 
Public inquiry after previous inquests to Ministry of Justice but was turned dowal - under ILabour 
Gov. Rule. Blair stood up and said there would never be another Shipman- he was well aware of 
IMother’s case beforehand. G ( PS Jolm Morthner QC - author of Rumpole wrote on the fly-leaf of 
his book shortly before he died - To Gillian - She who must ......... I INTRODUCED HIM TO 
Dick who was tickled pink ! Presumably you know who Michael Mansfield is - I cross - examined 
him in front of an audience of 1700- acted for Fayed in Princess Diana inquest. Head of Tooks 
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Chambers. Free James barrister before LSC granted legal aid for case in the public interest- not 

available to other cases. 
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